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How to raise your 240 safely to work on it

For a lot of jobs on your 240 it is necessary to partly raise it of the ground. Before even contemplating doing this you
will first need the right equipment for the job. A good trolley jack is essential even if only one of the small cheap ones
you can buy for £10-20 although if you can afford a garage type jack from somewhere like Machine Mart these are
larger more stable, lift higher and more quickly and easily. The small jack is perfectly adequate though but do not use
the car jack for maintenance work. You will also need a good pair of axle stands. Many people find a good pair of car
ramps a better alternative for some jobs. With any of these items make sure they are rated at a minimum of 2 tonnes
and appear of good size and strength. Another useful thing is something to lie on or kneel on when working.
Something like a piece of foam rubber is ideal.
Next we come to a safety warning. For those of you who have never done this before do remember that your Volvo is
big and very heavy. Before considering raising your car it is essential that the car is on firm hard ground. Concrete is
the best - paving and blocks can be uneven. Tarmac is ok but place something underneath axle stands to stop them
sinking in. Gravel and earth are best avoided. Park the car with space to work all around it and make sure the place
selected is level Apply the handbrake. If a wheel needs removing it is easier to loosen the nuts by a quarter turn
before raising the car.
The next issue is what part of the car needs raising - is it the front, the back or just one corner. The car will be raised
by a jack (I will discuss ramps later) but it needs to be supported on an axle stand before working on it - absolutely
essential if any part of your body is going underneath it. If the jack fails you could become the vehicle support - sadly
people are still killed this way.
The best place in my opinion for the axle stands is on the jacking points. This is also a very good point to jack but you
can't do both at the same time. I tend to jack either the front or rear centrally then either use two axle stands if I
require the complete front/back raised or just one if working on one corner.
First of all ensure the handbrake is firmly applied and chock the wheel s that are not be lifted. A good wedge chock (a
tapered piece of wood or one for a caravan) is best but even so a little ingenuity with some pieces of wood will work:
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To jack the front I place the jack centrally under the front crossmember just behind the plastic splashpan if still fitted:

If you have a small jack the handle will be partly obstructed by the front bumper when you come to raise it meaning
only short strokes can be made initially. Raise the jack up to full height. Next you will need to put the axle stand in
position on the front jacking point(s) which are located behind the sill just behind the hinge of the front door. For
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those who don't know this is what they look like:

The stand should be positioned so that the top fits snugly onto the bar of the jacking point. There is a pin that can be
pulled out to raise the stand and re-inserted further up. Make sure the pin is firmly back in position and secured if
appropriate. If the stand does not quite reach the jacking point just make sure it is aligned under it. If the complete
front is required raised repeat the process for the other side. Once in position drop the jack SLOWLY and allow the car
to settle on the stands:
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When the car is securely sat on the stands I always bring the jack back up into position (unless it will be in the way)
till it again touches the crossmember so as to provide a supplementary back-up support.
Never try to raise the complete car off the ground although it is ok to raise just one side.
Going to the method of raising the rear - there are two possible ways. The first is similar to the front and the jack is
placed under the centre of the rear axle:
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The jack will be well under the car and is a little hard to get at:

Once raised the car can be put on axle stands as previously described:
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An alternative if only one side needs raising is to jack on the bracket of the trailing arm - the cup will fit on one of the
brackets - use the inner one to allow room for axle stand:
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Bringing the car back to the ground is basically the reverse process - raise jack remove stand(s) lower jack.
If wheels are being removed for working I try and place these under the car as well in case the supports fail it is a
further back and also means if the happens the car will be easier to raise again and less likely to sustain damage.
At all times make sure that the jack remains stable and upright. The same applies to stands. If the jack appears
unstable lower the car and reposition and start again. The same when lowering onto the axle stands if the start to
look the least bit unstable jack back up and start again. If the ground is a little soft a piece of sheet steel can be
placed under the axle stands to stop them sinking in.
I hope I have covered everything adequately here but please if you are not sure don't proceed without asking. At
every stage keep a careful eye on everything - watch what is happening as you raise or lower the jack. Always think
about what will happen by what you are doing and BE CAREFUL we don't want to lose any 240 owners. Please do not
be put off by my warnings it is safe when done properly - all I want is for you to use your common sense.
Finally coming to car ramps. These can be good for raising one or both sides of the front where the wheels can be left
on. Again the vehicle will need to be on level ground and an assistant is helpful (it can be the cause of a domestic
dispute though!) It is useful for someone to help guide you up. Also when using two there can be problems with one
shooting forward as you try to drive on. This can be overcome by a foot being put against the back of it by the
assistant whilst keeping the rest of their body clear of the cars proposed path. Sometimes other means can be found
to stop them moving such as a piece of carpet attached to the bottom of the ramp - this must be the safest. It takes
a little practice to get he car to go up and stop in the right place. I personally prefer jack and stand(s) in most
circumstances.
Mike
__________________
A Volvo is for life not just for Christmas!

The Following 2 Users

740 In France, silverowner
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#2
jacking 240s

Mike, thanks for a timely reminder on safety issues. I would just add that I always carry pieces of
plywood, at least one inch thick to put under my bottle jack or axle stands in case not on concrete or
similar hard surface. Axle stands will soon bury themselves in tarmac, especially in warm weather.
Regards, Richard VOC 3801.

Jan 3rd, 2008, 22:01
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Velorum
VOC Member

Excellent, clear guidance Mike - great!!!
I wish I had been able to read this before I raised one of my 240's for the first time - it would have
saved me much anxiety and loads of questions posted on the forum!
Being a coward, in addition to axle stands I place additional trolley jacks and a pair of wheel ramps
under the car in various placed when its up and Im under it - just in case..............

Last Online: Yesterday 21:56
Join Date: Dec 2004
Location: Wokingham
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Mike_Brace
Former contributor
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Ian Hutchinson
Excellent, clear guidance Mike - great!!!
I wish I had been able to read this before I raised one of my 240's for the first time - it would
have saved me much anxiety and loads of questions posted on the forum!
Being a coward, in addition to axle stands I place additional trolley jacks and a pair of wheel
ramps under the car in various placed when its up and Im under it - just in case..............
I quite agree Ian you can't be too careful especially when not used to this sort of work.
Mike
__________________
A Volvo is for life not just for Christmas!

Jan 3rd, 2008, 22:07

#5

the_traveller
Senior Member

excellent post as allways. I allways follows these procedures, but have seen some scary jacking/raising
including a stack of house bricks!!
Instead of axel stands, i use ramps with large flat tops.Its not a preference, they were just free.
__________________
I have a beard, drive a volvo estate and listen to Terry Wogan. Oh dear....
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scooters

Senior Member

In a previous house I was fortunate to have a very large, solid gararge - a few hours with a pick axe,
spade, bucket and some steel/wood retainers and hey presto! your own pit! - made life a lot easier
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The Following User
Says Thank You to
Mike_Brace For This
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I couldn't agree more - you can even get a glass fibre insert to go into your hole which is helpful to
stop water leaking in. I didn't make mention as i am aiming these articles at the basic maintenace side
on a small budget. Some people even have a 2 poster ramp in their garage!
Mike
__________________
A Volvo is for life not just for Christmas!

silverowner
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